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1) SUMMARY
This report is based on the review of the Greenwich Winter Night Shelter (GWNS),
commissioned by trustees to inform future practice and development, carried out from
February- May 2020. Its contents are summarized here into four areas
What is the GWNS experience? …feedback from guests, volunteers, venue coordinators,
staff and partner agencies collected from interviews, visits, and surveys as well as online
research. Areas of good practice are highlighted such as guest case management and
church and community care and hospitality, as well as challenges around differences in
volunteer attitudes and experience, communication, and consistency.
What are our local needs? …needs in Greenwich are identified and evaluated. There is a
need for GWNS to continue in its present form, as well as other needs such as somewhere
for people to go during the day to receive support and somewhere temporary for people
with medium-high needs.
How do we develop to better meet the needs of people experiencing homelessness in
Greenwich? …evidence and recommendations are given for next stages of internal
development including staff and volunteer recruitment, training, communications, and
reflective practice. Current covid-19 restrictions are considered. Opportunities for local and
national partnerships are included as well as potential opportunities for future project
development.
What are we here for and who are we here to serve? …core values are explored around
how GWNS can remain true to its principles, considering feedback and potential. Offering
hospitality and the right relevant support to people experiencing homelessness are key.
With churches and the community working together with strong partnerships, able trustees,
and a large committed number of volunteers, there is real desire, momentum, and potential
for change.
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2) INTRODUCTION
In January 2020, Trustees of the Greenwich Winter Night Shelter commissioned a review at
an important stage in the shelter’s development. This report is the findings of the review
which took place between February and April 2020. Its purpose is to inform and support
future practice.
This was the remit the trustees set out for the review:
•

to review the strengths and weaknesses of the organization, its work, and projects,
to review the safeguarding practice and procedures.

•

to evaluate and identify the need in the local area for services GWNS can provide.

•

to evaluate opportunities for local and national partnerships as well as providing
evidence and recommendations of next stages of development.

•

to ensure that GWNS remains true to its core values.

The aims of this review can be summarised as looking in, looking out, looking forward and
remaining rooted.

Covid-19
When this work was commissioned there was little awareness of Covid-19 and its impact
could not have been planned for. With rising infection rates in March, trustees of GWNS
met to assess risk and made the decision to plan the early closure of the project on the 19th
March, the day before the full instructions for lockdown were given.
All aspects of GWNS future development will be impacted by Covid-19- it will be an
additional area touched on in each section of this report listed above. It is a difficult area to
address when plans cannot be made and when from week to week government guidelines,
recommendations and legislation has changed and continues to.
Before Covid-19, GWNS was seeking to develop practice to be the best that it can be for
people experiencing homelessness in Greenwich. However, it is clear now that the first
developments and changes that will need to be made will be how to operate safely during
and coming out of this pandemic.
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Methodology
The independent consultant who carried out this review1 originally planned to meet with
trustees and staff, visit each shelter venue, listening and observing and seeking feedback
from volunteers and guests. Along with visits and meeting with stakeholders including the
Royal Borough of Greenwich, Manna, and Bench outreach, the consultant also reviewed
policies and procedures, as well as carrying out online research and information gathering.
Research methodology needed to be adapted during the lockdown. Along with
opportunities to meet with staff, attend a venue coordinator meeting and meet with the
Royal Borough of Greenwich, three visits to shelter venues were able to be made before the
shelter closed. Further agency, venue coordinator, staff and trustees’ interviews were
carried out over the telephone as well as in Zoom meetings. A volunteer and a guest survey
were compiled, and those who completed these were given the opportunity to have a
follow up phone call should they want to give further feedback.
A simplicity of style has been deliberately assumed in this report, as its purpose is to be
easily understood by volunteers, staff and trustees and used as a tool to inform future
practice. This has also been a wider listening opportunity; a chance to gather feedback
from all stakeholders, especially guests and volunteers, whilst the shelter was in operation
and after closure. For this reason, throughout the report but especially in the first section,
there are intentionally many voices.2
Thank you to so many who took part; in person, via phone and Zoom and those who
completed the surveys.

Project Background
The Greenwich Winter Night Shelter (GWNS) was established in 2014 by a group of six
churches as a practical response to the increasing challenge of homelessness in the
area. The seventh church joined the following year in 2015. They became a registered
charity in 2017, with Kim Hitch as the Chair of the steering group and Helen Othen as the
Project Manager.
Since 2014 they have operated a rolling shelter model with seven venues in churches across
the Royal Borough of Greenwich, each venue for each night of the week. The project
welcomes up to 15 guests, both men and women, providing a home-cooked evening meal,
an air bed for the night, showers in four out of seven venues, breakfast and takeaway
sandwich lunch or snacks.
Last year, in the winter season 2019-2020, the project experienced significant changes
involving new trustees and a change in the long-standing Chair of Trustees. Margaret Cave

1

See notes on the reviewer in appendix 4
A decision was made not to include all due to the large size of this report, please see Appendix 1 for more
detailed survey responses
2
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took over as Chair in July 2019 and for the first time a Case Manager, Rachel Botley, was
employed from October 2019. The Shelter operated for a longer period between November
and March, had a new venue and across the project an estimated 300+ volunteers.
“Volunteers make you feel better… even if you have a million and one problems, you can
forget them for a while…. this project has given me hope”. Guest

3) LOOKING IN- FEEDBACK
What is the GWNS experience?
This section contains feedback from guests, volunteers, and other stakeholders.
Recommendations will be made in Section four taking this feedback into consideration.
These areas are not ordered by any criteria, nor is it possible to share all feedback given,
though all has been noted. Some feedback is at a project level, some from volunteers from
different venues, and so as such will vary, as do experiences.

Churches and Community
In the volunteer survey the question was asked to give an example of something in GWNS
that should be celebrated. Seventy-seven volunteers wrote at length and the answers given
make up the word cloud on the front page of this report. There is agreement that the core
strength of GWNS is not just what you do to provide support for people experiencing
homelessness, but the way you do it. Key words along with “guests”, “volunteers”,
“community”, “shelter”, were “care”, “warm”, “amazing”, “welcoming”, “kind”.
There is an acknowledgement that in hosting the project, churches have been giving, with a
real desire to offer the absolute best they can wherever they can. Buildings have been
adapted; grants have enabled some church venues to gain showers. The venues are
welcoming with a comfortable bed and dinner. Volunteers have provided personalised care
where they can by asking guests what they would like to eat and bringing things in the
following week. “We want to help give people back their dignity”. Shift lead.
Involvement has also been beneficial to churches “this project as well as getting people into
housing, has drawn the community together and drawn our church together, it has been
hugely beneficial for the church and community” Venue Coordinator
Due to issues with the building at one of their previous venues, GWNS had to find a new
venue for one night this last year. There was real success going from an established night
shelter venue to a new venue with almost a whole new team of volunteers; they got up and
running quickly and funding came in too. The cohort of new volunteers had been well
trained, were committed and very much enjoyed volunteering. Trustees congratulated the
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venue coordinator for so successfully setting up St Richards as a new venue in a short space
of time.
There seemed to be a real sense of community within volunteers in venues, in which most
said they felt welcome.3 Many venue coordinators spoke of the need that the project fulfils
in volunteers lives, with some being lonely and looking for somewhere to belong
themselves. “It is noticeable that 5 or 6 people (volunteers) have shone… the have enjoyed
the process and grown as people themselves”. Venue Coordinator.
Another venue coordinator talked of how dedicated her volunteers have been, allowing
themselves to be challenged and changed. Volunteers are made up of those from the wider
community across Greenwich as well as those who attend the host church venues.
The wider community in Greenwich has really got behind the project, offering haircuts,
giving donations of clothes, including food from a couple of restaurants including Nando’s.
The local Emmaus provided furniture for the day centre and one venue had health care
support every week from a local GP who worked alongside a Groundswell support worker
“ It works so well, she gives really crucial advice and he offers practical support, the impact
on guests has been huge”. Volunteer
One previous guest who has volunteered since for two winter seasons, spoke of the impact
of the project on his life, that it was a place of real personal growth for him, he encountered
“…. warm friendly people with warm faces when doors in other places were slammed in my
face”.

Building on momentum
Prior to this review, GWNS within its trustees’ staff, and volunteers, has shown itself to have
energy for change as well as potential to develop. Many changes have been made in the
last year including
• Recruitment of a full time Case Manager to work alongside the part time Project
Manager.
• Introduction of a memorandum of understanding with venues.
• More trustees were recruited, and more are in the process of being recruited with a
skills audit planned and the introduction of a risk register.
• Safeguarding policies were updated
• A website was set up which includes the facility for a daily log update for venue
coordinators, expenses forms, volunteer registration and has the facility for
donations. 4
• GWNS was set up on social media including Twitter and Facebook.

3
4

Majority and most instead of all as there were a couple of negative comments made in the survey feedback.
https://gwns.org.uk/
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•

•
•

There was a trial of a day centre on Tuesdays and partnership working was
developed and strengthened with staff from Bench and the Royal Borough of
Greenwich working alongside the case manager offering case work to our guests.
A new church venue was taken on – the shelter has managed to adapt
Extending the length of the shelter to run from November to March

The GWNS Trustee board has expanded bringing new skills focussed on better risk
management and compliance, including safeguarding improvements, funding applications
leading to the recruitment of additional staff and showers installed in some venues. Venue
coordinators praised the new website for making direct claims for expenses, signposting as
well as the daily log. “Trustees seem more involved and active… I feel there is lots of
promise.” Volunteer

The Day Centre
The day centre that was piloted this year ran every Tuesday from rooms in the Forum, also
where the GWNS office was based. Guests had somewhere where they could relax during
the day, help themselves to hot drinks and clothes washing facilities and talk to staff from
GWNS as well as staff from partner agencies. There were also computers available and
shower facilities. Three shifts of two volunteers manned the day centre and the charity
Emmaus provided the furniture needed.
“The Day Centre has been a massive project, taking a little time to blossom. But it has been
so worthwhile, as a safe space for guests both to hang out and to sort their problems with
the visiting help of Jess from Bench and the Thames Reach Navigating team. The results
have proved it a highly effective model, well worth expanding to more days. The Day Centre
volunteers have also benefitted by taking part, able to watch the guests invigorated,
enthused, and growing in confidence that there might be a solution for them.” Trustee.
Guests appreciated having somewhere to go in the cold and to be able to leave their things
during the day. There was some feedback about the unsuitability of the venue for the drop
in, as a few times guests when sitting in the public waiting area downstairs in the Forum
were asked to leave.

Guest case work management
Looking at data collected from the project, Case Work Management had a big impact on
guest move on. In comparison with last year statistics, the project was able to support more
guests for shorter periods, with many more positive outcomes for guests moving into
accommodation.5
This last year GWNS sheltered a total of 66 guests, in comparison to 56 the previous year
and 30 the year before.

5

GWNS 19/20 Report published April 2020
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Of these 66…
15 were female, 51 were male
33 were UK Nationals and 33 were EU and non-EU nationals.
32 guests had a local connection to Greenwich
14 guests stayed for 28 days or more
48 guests came from the street, were rough sleeping
117 people were referred…66 were supported
1,785 bed nights were provided
7,156.5 volunteer shift hours were worked
£76,932.38 is the value 6 of volunteer hours given
By the close of the Shelter….
thirty guests had been housed.
seven moved either to temporary accommodation or to another supported night shelter.
twenty-one either made their own move-on arrangements or went back to rough sleeping.
eight had more permanent successful outcomes within a matter of weeks of leaving.7
“Thank you so much, I’m now housed in a shared house” Guest.
The Case Manager (CM)was managed by the Chair of Trustees and received safeguarding
support from the trustee with safeguarding responsibility. “Rachel has done a fantastic job
helping people to move on into accommodation, she has shown dedication and intelligence
against the odds, along with a wider understanding and knowledge of the homeless sector”.
Trustee
Working well with other agencies and partners, it seems the CM had much to do with the
professional reputation of the project. It was clear that some volunteers did not understand
what kind of work or amount of work sometimes was needed to ensure move on for
guests.8 “Rachel is widely respected by guests and is very welcoming on a personal level….
The volume of work it takes supporting people: paperwork, letters… she has done so much
amazing work!”. Agency.
A few volunteers suggested that other support could be offered to guests in the form of
mentoring and befriending support. Not all guests are housed and even some of those that
have been have returned to shelter venues for company missing being in community. A
house (or a room in a house) does not make a home.

Strong partnership working
Agencies that referred into GWNS this last season were Royal Borough of Greenwich
(RBG)Council Housing Inclusion, Thames Reach, 999 Club, Crisis, Bench, WSUP, The Manna
Society, Lewisham Migrant & Refugee Network and Shelter. The CM worked well with
6
7

Of the living wage at £10.75 ph.
Including through agencies such as Thames Reach and Housing Justice in hotels converted for Covid-19.
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Two case studies of work involved in housing a guest have been collected to be utilised in future volunteer
training for this reason.
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partners, developing good relationships, in particular with The Royal Borough of Greenwich
Housing Inclusion service who funded Navigators to work specifically with GWNS guests in
the drop in as well as Bench, who also came into the daycentre and worked with guests.

When the project closed early, the RBG shared this statement of thanks “I’d like to take this
opportunity to thank everyone at the shelter for the work they have done to help those with
the least in our community and as with every year the smooth running of the shelter has
helped us significantly to reduce the need of people to rough sleep during the cold weather.
This has hugely help us to achieve the ‘in for good principle’, giving Greenwich and its
partners time to assist guests to move to more stable housing options. Please thank all the
staff and volunteers at your end as they are true life savers and should not underestimate
the impact they have had on the lives of those needing support at such a difficult time in
their lives.”
There is a commitment to continued partnership working with GWNS from RBG, Bench and
Manna in particular, as well as an agreed need for GWNS as a project this coming winter.9
All feedback was positive, mention was made to the referral process, ease of
communication including quick responses, notifications of spaces, keeping in touch and
feedback. One partner said GWNS is “…a lot less bureaucratic than other shelters; the form
is easy to complete in the 40 minutes we have per person.” Agency

Differences in experiences and opinions
Staff and volunteers including venue coordinators gave feedback around challenges
experienced, many around differences – differences in experiences and opinions around
guests, differences in interpretation of procedures- consistency, and communication.
“We are seven venues but one shelter- often doesn’t feel like it, the project feels disjointed.
We need to focus on what that means- do we generally have a shared vision? There needs to
be a sense of buy in with shared understanding.” Venue Coordinator.
There were differences in understanding as well as in experiences, in attitudes to guests and
acceptance of some guests this year. Initial numbers of guests when the project opened
were low, so staff felt the need to be more flexible with referrals.
“We did accept a few guests in the medium and even higher-level risk category which was
also a challenge for some of our venues and volunteers. We liaised very positively with The
Royal Borough of Greenwich and, overall, received many more requests from our referral
agencies than in previous years.” Staff
In question 5 of the volunteer survey; Has anything this season given you cause for concern?
45.45% of respondents said yes, 54.55% of respondents said no. Eight volunteers of the

9

See Looking out section of this report on pg. 20 for more detail on this.
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seventy-seven that completed the survey either complained about guest behaviour and/ or
feeling unable to cope adequately.
This balance of keeping the shelter fuller whilst assessing risk was regularly discussed
between staff and trustees. Staff received regular safeguarding support from the
Safeguarding Trustee. Over the course of the shelter period staff declined nine people who
were referred by partner agencies because they were deemed as too high risk. 10
There were many volunteers who said they had no problems at all, their experiences,
expectations of the project and volunteering were widely different. The table below
illustrates volunteers’ differences in experiences and opinions of guests and staff.
Difficult experiences

Positive experiences

I felt we had incurred huge risks and
compromised the safety of the Shelter
by accepting guests who proved to be
highly disruptive to the calm and
helpful atmosphere achieved in
previous years. Guests turned up late,
sometimes heavily under the
influence, occasionally aggressive,
ignoring our boundaries.

I was glad that we had successfully helped so many, and
to see the healthy mix of gender and age. The
challenging behaviour was to be expected, enhancing
the need to attend to safeguarding risks, but I had not
found this a serious problem. I felt we should be helping
our guests more with skills and meeting their ambitions
Sometimes it seemed clear that not everyone has the
same motivation for involvement. Some people seem to
take guest behaviour personally, and it is not!

I did not trust the decisions that were
being made.

The central management team made worked well and
made good decisions.

He and his volunteers had sometimes
felt intimidated and threatened. The
worse things happened- rudeness,
aggression, found people drinking…

If the person is homeless, we should help them. I helped
my volunteers to understand and work with the guests,
how I spoke about the guests to my volunteers made a
difference too.
Nothing went wrong but we do need to understand what
skills volunteers have. Sometimes it’s about how you
manage people it’s not what you say it’s the way that
you say it and our own attitudes…people sometimes are
not being mean or rude, they just aren’t applying their
mind.
As a shift lead, I never felt any danger, though I am there
most weeks and get to know the guests well. I felt
confident dealing with everyone but then I have enough
experience to feel confident.

There was difficult behaviour from
some guests. Shift leaders need a
training that is consistent across all
seven venues.
I think there is a bit of an entitlement
culture amongst guests, one woman
was complaining about not having
their own space away from men in a
venue, why should she have that?
10

Volunteers need to understand the change of profile of
guests- some volunteers want “nice guests”.
If we cannot change the guests… we need to change our
attitude… the volunteer needs to change, not the guest.

Information from the Housing Justice data monitoring form completed by staff each season.
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Consistency and communication
“We need to say that the experience across the board in venues needs to be the same.”
volunteer
It is not surprising with seven venues being managed by more than seven different people,
that consistency is hard to achieve. There is a need for venues to be consistent in enforcing
rules which is sometimes challenging when working with human beings with variables in
personality, situation, and response. The table above clearly shows the differences in
attitudes and opinions of volunteers. With these differences, it is understandable that
policies will be interpreted in different ways and different decisions made.
In one venue a volunteer spoke of guests not all eating together because they seem to be
allowed to drift in. Some venues have helpful, thorough volunteer briefings, others maybe
not. “There seem to be some Venue Coordinators not relating information to volunteers, and
so there is a lack of understanding…”
A couple of VC’s spoke of rules not being enforced consistently at a central level. Staff spoke
of applying discretion and aiming to be flexible depending on the needs of the individual, it
is clear the issue was a weakness in communication and understanding rather than
judgement.11 “Trust is an issue, distrust in project between management team and VCs and
guests too. There needs to be more transparency, a clearer decision-making process and
then explanation as to why decisions have been made. Project managers need to talk
through concerns. A challenge in GWNS is how connected people are to one another.” Venue
Coordinator
Expectations around internal communications vary also. “A lot has been thrown back at staff
that has not been justified… some say there was no “curtesy of a phone call” like they
needed looking after, staff have enough to do.” Volunteer.

Volunteer recruitment and training
At least three Venue Coordinators struggled to recruit volunteers for some shifts. Some
struggled more at the beginning of the project, others felt that as the project went on the
numbers dropped off gradually so that the same volunteers were involved week after week
and there was no possibility to set up alternative teams. One was thankful that fewer
guests than expected meant they could cope.
One Venue Coordinator spoke of how towards the end of the Shelter it had become hard to
fill the morning shift, but they had coped. A few venues use WhatsApp as an effective way

11

This will be addressed in the Looking forward section of this report from pg. 23.
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of keeping in contact. At one venue there was a group specifically for night shifts volunteers
as there were issues, and this seemed to really help.
Recruitment of new people into roles is a key task many aware of, along with the need for
more and different volunteer training. “we need to upskill our volunteers across the board
with further training for VCs, Shift Leaders and for both returning and new volunteers”
Trustee

Female separate sleeping area
All previous female guests who gave feedback in this review process 12asked for more
privacy when sleeping if possible, for most this was their only comment or suggestion for
improvement.
“The shelter could be designed to separate a little bit sleeping area for women. I was not
comfortable sleeping in an open place with male counterparts.”

Early closure
Trustees and staff were quick to respond to rising infection rates of Covid-19, compiling for
venues guidelines entitled Precautions for venues to help prevent the spread of Covid-19.
These were then distributed and used by other shelter projects as an example of best
practice in London and further afield.
They received positive feedback from RBG on early notification of the closure of the shelter
before the full instructions for lockdown were given, as this enabled the council time to find
suitable accommodation before their workload greatly increased.
“The early closure had been handled really well…continuing to the end might have proved
disastrous” Venue Coordinator
At the Shelter wrap up Zoom meeting with venue coordinators, it was noted that it would
not be possible to able to have the usual end of season thanksgiving and celebration at the
end of the shelter. The Chair of Trustees took the opportunity to thank all Volunteers,
including Shift leads and Venue Coordinators, the Project Manager who has now retired
after three years of committed work and the Case Manager who made such a success of this
new role in supporting guests to move on.

12

Please see Appendix 1 for some of the volunteer survey results.
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4) LOOKING IN- KEY QUESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT
This section of the report is focussed on some key recommendations for internal changes in
GWNS based on some key questions which are – how do we work more cohesively? How do
we offer a safer space? How do we adapt to recent changes?

How do we work more cohesively?
Agree project aims and vision /mission statement
This review was commissioned to kickstart a process of project review and evaluation.
Trustees plan to discuss findings and development at a strategy awayday. The listening
carried out through this process to guests, volunteers and other stakeholders will inform
this development.
• An underpinning of vision and strategy as well as an agreement of long-term
ambitions should support venues to work in a more cohesive way together.13
• A commitment to a process or cycle of reflective evaluation will strengthen future
work.
Venue Coordinator practice and internal communications.
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•

There needs to be a clarification of roles and responsibilities and an introduction of a
Venue Coordinator (VC) role description and informal recruitment process.

•

The sharing of VC responsibilities between a couple of people should be encouraged
where possible.

•

Venue Coordinators would benefit from meeting before the start of each shelter
season to review and discuss policies and procedures together. There is a need for
discussion and better communication of clearer boundaries along with opportunities
to reflect together on practice.

•

VCs need to be supported by and accountable to staff as well as each other. The
project would benefit from the VC team being able to communicate better, trust
each other more and be more open with each other.

•

The central work and work in venues needs to be better joined up with more regular
internal communication.

This is looked at in more depth in the Remaining rooted section of this report from pg. 32.
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•

Across the seven venues there are many elements of excellent practice, Venue
Coordinators should share their ideas around best practice and visit other venues,
other than their own.

How do we offer a safer place?
Training and reflective practice
•

Refresher training needs to be provided for all Venue Coordinators (VC)s as well as
those new to the role, touching on areas such as volunteer briefings, health and
safety, communication with volunteers, safeguarding and new guest and volunteer
inductions. Shift leads (SL) need similar training either centrally provided or included
in VCs training.14

•

All volunteers should take part in annual training including not only safeguarding,
personal boundaries, health and safety and shelter policy but have a focus on
volunteers gaining an understanding of the challenges that guests may face including
trauma and PTSD as well as pathways for guests into accommodation. Practical
aspects such as talking to guests in shelters should also be addressed.

•

Reflective practice. It would be beneficial for volunteer teams to spend time
together reflecting on what has gone right, wrong, and how they could improve,
as well as seeking to look at personal attitudes to guests, other volunteers, and
volunteering. Case studies can be used to help volunteers think through their own
agendas as well as personal strengths and weaknesses that they bring to
volunteering.

•

Should the Day centre continue, then that volunteer role and training needs to be
considered separately.

Policies and procedures
A full risk audit has not been part of the remit of this review, trustees maintain and update a
risk register regularly. The new policy and procedures quickly put together for Covid-19
were distributed to other shelters, being an example of best practice.
•

Safeguarding policy- some recommendations as requested have been made.15

14

Housing Justice may be able to offer support with training, within GWNS VCs have offered to work with new
staff on this.
15
Please see Appendix 2, pg45
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•

There are clear guest referral guidelines and procedures, however every year staff
should ensure any new staff at partner agencies understand how GWNS works
including eligibility criteria so that referrals of the right people can be made and so
that the nature of the project is communicated to potential guests before they
arrive. Arranging partner agency visits when the project is running can be helpful.

•

A new guest induction process needs to be added and guest letters, if used given out
consistently.

•

The Health and safety checklist used is good, with sections on fire, volunteers,
guests, first aid, food hygiene, problems and emergencies and daily feedback. There
needs to be more consistent accountability in completing these along with revisiting
and agreeing some basic ways of working, for example
o making sure there is a volunteer outside when guests go outside for a
smoke16.
o Numbers of overnight volunteers
o Photograph consent

•

There is a clear complaints policy for volunteers and guests. However, it is not clear
how guests are informed of this other than verbally. This information could be added
to the guest agreement.

Separate Male and female sleeping area
•

This was consistently the feedback from all women who were interviewed and
completed guest surveys- that they would feel safer with a separated sleeping area.
Women coming to GWNS are often at risk and this is a serious consideration that
needs to be made by venues in the project.17 Space and capacity can be tight in
some venues, however this should be addressed as far as possible as a priority. It is
also good practice if there are female guests in the project, to make sure making
sure a volunteer on the night shift is female also.

16

See notes made about VCs having opportunities to discuss ways of working and training above.
At one venue, according to a volunteer the divides were taken down between men and women so that the
volunteer could see everyone properly.
17
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How do we adapt to recent changes?
A Funding plan
Alongside some generous donations from churches and individuals and money from RBG,
trustees bringing the right funding into the project has been a key to the project’s success
over the last year. Funding bids have been submitted and RBG want to continue working
with us as a key partner which is positive.
•

A funding plan should be sought to be put into place including
o Potential applications from trusts and grants.
o Communication and clarification with RBG regarding future funding.
o Harnessing and the coordination of community/volunteer fundraising efforts
through sponsored events or a Crowdfunder campaign.18
o Funding of staffing including some provision for case work or management.
o Potential ongoing Covid-19 funding.

Raising the profile of GWNS
There needs to be a renewed emphasis on awareness raising, general profile raising and
volunteer recruitment.
•
•

Recruiting a trustee or a volunteer with marketing experience would be beneficial.
Creating a marketing plan which could include
o Aims: to increase numbers of volunteers, to raise money, to share the good
news of the project’s achievements.
o Methods: How to reach out into the community to garner more
support- through social media, through local community websites,
through an article in the local newspaper.
o Tools: Films, updating the website, see recommendations in Appendix 4
o Making new connections with other churches, projects, and community
groups.

Staff and volunteer recruitment
•

Staff recruitment is a priority for the project to run next season after both previous
members of staff have resigned. This does give you an opportunity to think
creatively about new staff roles and job descriptions. 19

18

As of April 2020, Crowdfunder have been waiving their fees for projects offering community support during
lockdown.
19
The section of this report focussing on partners includes information about Housing Justice and the support
they offer to Church and community night shelters, this previously included templates of job descriptions.
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o A recruitment subgroup could be created to be tasked with looking at job
descriptions, advertising and connecting with the London Shelter Network
and forming an interview panel
•

Volunteer recruitment- previously volunteers have not been advertised for widely,
post lockdown there may be more people who want to do something different or
continue to volunteer as they have been. This is a potential opportunity to be
harnessed.20

Forward planning- Covid -19
As far as possible, agreeing and communicating a plan for this next season coming taking
into consideration changing government guidelines. There are a variety of organisations
that have pulled together advice and guidelines for organisations working with people
experiencing homelessness.
•

•

•
•

Housing Justice has advice and guidelines for Night shelters 21 who are members of
their network. This advice includes
o Coronavirus updates & the ongoing response, including Covid-19 funding
o Guidance for Homelessness Services & Night Shelters which includes MHCLG
advice.22
o Public Health England Social distancing guidelines.
Groundswell have developed resources to support people experiencing
homelessness during the current Covid-19 pandemic. These include guidance for
people who are rough sleeping and living in temporary accommodation and tools for
planning a local response.23
In collaboration with Groundswell, the Pavement have produced a magazine on
‘Health & Wellbeing in a crisis’.24
Homeless link has regular blogs and webinars and a page on their website entitled
“Our recommendations for action” as well as frequently asked questions. 25

20

Also according to the GWNS report 2019-2020 volunteer numbers have dropped over consecutive years
https://housingjustice.org.uk/what-we-do/night-shelters/wns-network-membership/coronavirus-advice-fornight-shelters
21

22
23

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government
https://groundswell.org.uk/monitoring-covid-19/

24

https://www.thepavement.org.uk/storage/pdf/issues/PavementCovidSpecialFinalWEB.pdf

25

https://www.homeless.org.uk/connect/blogs/2020/mar/05/covid-19-coronavirus-outbreak
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•

Crisis have published a tool kit and guidance for local authorities, which includes
some direction around the role of night shelters.26

•

In practice, we need to wait for another few months to have a clearer idea of council
plans and government legislation; whether there will still be funding for individual
rooms in hotels and temporary accommodation for people experiencing
homelessness, as well as whether people will be able to sleep in shared spaces, with
distancing measures in place. If that is the case, then the following will need to be
considered
o The start date of GWNS may need to be put back this coming year
o Numbers of guests may need to be lower this year to enable social
distancing.
o Health and safety around cleaning and food hygiene will need to be improved
and adapted.
o Consideration made of any changes needed to be made to day centre
procedures.
o Even closer joint work with RBG and partners given Crisis recommendations
above.

26

https://www.crisis.org.uk/about-us/the-crisis-blog/covid-19-local-authority-blog/
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5) LOOKING OUT
What are our local needs?
“We need our church and community-based project to grow organically in a needs led
response that is sustainable” Trustee

Evaluating and identifying need in Greenwich
According to the governments Rough Sleeping snapshot in England, Autumn 201927,
Greenwich had 16 people who were rough sleeping on a single night, the same number as
Merton and Lewisham. However, this figure does not tell the whole story. According to the
Royal Borough of Greenwich Housing Inclusion service, records indicate that for April 2019
to March 2020 their service case worked approximately 1249 single homeless people and
majority of those would not have met the statutory threshold for temporary
accommodation.
“Whilst all efforts are made to help them find accommodation and relieve their
homelessness, they do not always achieve successful outcomes due to various reasons,
including a lack of accommodation.”28
This number does not include those that approached the RBG for just advice, but those who
made a homeless application and received support. This also does not include people
experiencing homelessness from other boroughs, where agencies also refer from. There is
no single homeless “pathway” in Greenwich , they are planning to a new role of Rough
Sleeping coordinator who will be the point of call/ connector with GWNS and who will be
ensuring work across the borough is more connected.29

GWNS
There is a clear need for GWNS to continue in its present floating church model, along with
a communicated desire for it to do so from the RBG and other partner agencies.
“There is a continued need for the GWNS project to support our customers with
accommodation particularly during the cold weather period for those who can live in a
community/dorm setting and also have low-medium needs.” RBG
A few of the other main referral partners said that for the people they were referring to the
project, GWNS was their only option for accommodation, evidence that is backed up by
guest feedback. Most previous guests who completed the guest survey said they had no

27

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/rough-sleeping-snapshot-in-england-autumn-2019/roughsleeping-snapshot-in-england-autumn-2019
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Royal borough of Greenwich Housing Inclusion service.
There is a “pathway” for 16,17, year-olds and those 18-24 leaving care, Thames link have a “rough sleeper
pathway” this includes supported housing but often this is only for those with high or multiple needs.
29
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other option. “I really value working with them, being able to refer into them give us that
space- things are so tight in terms of accommodation.”Manna
Guests were not forthcoming with information about the need for other services when
asked in person and via the survey about what else could have helped them when they were
homeless in Greenwich.30 They had ideas about internal changes that they thought needed
to be made, namely the creation of a separate sleeping area for women and the possibility
of having one venue and so not moving from venue night by night.31

Other needs
Staff at partner agency Bench acknowledged the need for more services in Greenwich for
people with low-medium needs, for somewhere for people to go during the day for support
and advice other than the council. The drop in WSUP32 is open twice a week offering
support, advice, food, and clothes, but is not open all day or every day. “If people have a
place for the daytime to spend that’s good.” Guest.
There is also a need for somewhere temporary for people with medium-high needs33
Admittedly, this is something most councils struggle with. There was an acknowledgement
that the existing model is not suitable for this group and it would need to be a project with
less beds and a set venue.“…there is a gap for those with slightly higher needs as previously
discussed, and we will continue to explore what can be put in place for this cohort.” RBG
For Manna, GWNS is their second largest place of referral after the Robes church and
community night shelter in Southwark. They take referrals for support and then refer on,
from all over London, seeing high numbers of recent migrants and young refugees who have
just been granted leave as well as Eastern Europeans. There are also limited move on
options. “There is a rise in demand for shelters and longer-term housing is not available
immediately and there are few choices for those with no local connection”. Manna

Impact of Covid-19 in the community
The RBG are continuing with work, with most of the RBG Housing Inclusion service working
from home still offering support and advice and taking homeless applications via telephone
and email, most are telephone based but many rough sleeping don’t have phones, so they
are working in partnership with London Street Rescue and Thames Reach who can call on
30

The Reviewer spoke to 3 guests in shelter venues before the project closed, 9 guest surveys were completed,
and additional telephone conversations were held with 7 guests. Also, for some understanding the questions
seemed difficult as English was not their first language. The reviewer called an additional 6 people who either
did not answer of their phone was off.
31
The separate female sleeping area feedback is addressed in section 4 of this report. The possibility of
adapting the model to one venue is addressed in section 6 of this report, looking forward.
32
https://wsupwoolwich.org/
33

Royal Borough of Greenwich Housing Inclusion Service
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peoples behalf. They do not have numbers yet but are seeing high numbers of people
approaching homelessness which they are struggling to find capacity for.
In April Bench offices were not open, but they were taking phone calls, mostly from people
asking for help with making benefit claims and processing applications. Manna had
furloughed two out of their three advice support staff and gone to phone support also as it
was difficult to get clients to adhere to social distancing.34
Between March and April 2020, in collaboration with Volunteer Centre Greenwich (VCG),
METRO GAVS surveyed the voluntary, community and faith sector in Greenwich to capture a
snapshot of how the sector was responding to the COVID-19 outbreak and the necessary
social distancing and shielding within the communities they serve.
The majority of the sector has adapted approaches to be able to continue delivering vital
services, and that of those services still operating just under half are offering extra services
and over half are considering or already operating outside of usual office hours to try to
meet the needs of their service users. Much of this needs the support of more volunteers
and the capacity to manage them.35
There seems to be an agreed view that the funding of temporary accommodation for people
who are not in “priority need”36 will finish at some point, when we cannot be sure. This will
have the biggest impact on GWNS for the 20/21 season.

34

Information was gathered in April, obviously organisations are making changes and adapting to updates in
legislation and need.
35
Taken from the summary of the report
https://mcusercontent.com/e03eb7770e6f224b8e1ab064f/files/87ac1a60-8f93-49c2-a1cd5b1a76859132/COVID_19_1st_Survey_Report.pdf
36

There is a clear description of categories of persons of priority need according to the 1996 Housing Act on
the Shelter website here
http://england.shelter.org.uk/legal/homelessness_applications/priority_need/who_has_a_priority_need
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6)LOOKING FORWARD
How do we develop to better meet the needs of people experiencing homelessness in
Greenwich?

A) Evaluating opportunities for local and national partnerships
Information about existing and possibilities of new partnership at both a local and national
level.

Existing local and national partners
Here is a list of existing local and national partners with brief details of some of their
activities and the main ways GWNS has partnered with them up to now.
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Bench Outreach- helps people find and sustain accommodation and supports people
with drug, alcohol and mental health problems, a GWNS referral agency and staff
have offered support to GWNS guests in the Daycentre.
https://www.benchoutreach.com/
Royal Borough of Greenwich Housing Inclusion Service- a GWNS referral agency and
funder. Provided Navigator staff to support guests in the Daycentre.
https://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/info/200186/housing_support/556/housing_su
pport_for_vulnerable_people
Manna Society- a drop in and advice centre, a GWNS referral agency.
https://www.mannasociety.org.uk/
WSUP project- a drop in and GWNS referral agency https://wsupwoolwich.org/
999 Club-Night shelter in Lewisham and Advice centre, a GWNS referral agency.
https://999club.org/
The Forum- Community hub based at Christchurch Greenwich, providing office space
and Daycentre room. https://www.forumatgreenwich.org/
Groundswell – Health care and support in GWNS One space venue, working with
volunteer GP https://groundswell.org.uk/
Housing Justice- Church and Community Night Shelter (CCNS) support including the
London and South East Shelter Forum meetings. Providing CCNS best practice
support and grant giver.
https://housingjustice.org.uk/what-we-do/night-shelters/wns-networkmembershipThames Reach/London Street Rescue- co-ordinates outreach workers and
volunteers who go out to find and engage with rough sleepers.
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•

•

https://thamesreach.org.uk/what-we-do/response/outreach-services/london-streetrescue/
Crisis-the national campaigning charity for homeless people, Information and advice
and a GWNS referral agency. https://www.crisis.org.uk/endinghomelessness/resources-for-practitioners/prs-database/rb-greenwich-hactracscheme/
Emmaus Greenwich- provided furniture for our Daycentre.
https://emmaus.org.uk/greenwich/

Developing work with existing partners
There is a commitment to build on existing strong partner relationships with GWNS from
RBG, Bench and Manna in particular, as well as an agreed need for GWNS as a project this
coming winter.
Royal Borough of Greenwich are supportive of GWNS exploring options around
development, including the possibility of utilising some currently redundant or other space
for developing services such as a Daycentre. Covid 19 is obviously presenting a huge issue in
doing anything other than basics,37 but this is something they have an awareness of and so
have agreed to make contact should opportunities arise.
RBG provide some funding for the 19/20 shelter season and initial conversations have been
had around further funding. It is hoped that RBG Navigators will continue to work with
guests from GWNS in the next shelter season. Their new role of Rough sleeping Coordinator
will be link person and liaison. “A new strategic post and person who can bring all of the
work together” RBG

Bench are happy to continue working with GWNS, and that having a more defined role and
meeting space with guests is important. They currently share an office with Brick by Brick
in an advice setting and so getting out into the community is good for Bench in terms of
having an opportunity to do some meaningful work.
For Manna, GWNS is their second largest place of referral and they are keen to continue
working closely. They take referrals for support and then refer on from all over London,
seeing high numbers of recent migrants and young refugees who have just been granted
leave as well as Eastern Europeans.
WSUP has referred guests to GWNS and is the only other day centre or drop in in the
borough. They do not require any booking or appointment but are only open for two fourhour sessions a week.
37

See section 4 of this report for information about resources published by partner agencies specifically for
work during the covid-19 pandemic.
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Housing Justice have provided support to GWNS over the last year38, including through
regular London and South East Shelter Forum meetings, working with staff, and being
awarded a grant through their Equipping Shelters fund. They have a wealth of Church and
Community Night Shelter focussed resources for member projects including access to best
practice support and a micro grant fund.

Possible new partnerships
Here is a list of possible new local and national partners with brief details of some of their
activities.
Churches39
Churches Together in Greenwich- https://www.ctslondon.org.uk/ctgroups.htm
Catholic Churches in Greenwich https://greenwichcatholic.org/
Greenwich Church Leaders Forum http://churchgreenwich.org.uk/
Some feedback from volunteers was to have a clear agenda with an intentional focus on
developing relationships with more churches with a view to perhaps
•
•
•

Bringing more into the project, maybe to buddy with existing venues and/or
Seek to increase the numbers of church venues and/or
Seek to align churches together possibly through an event such as Homelessness
Sunday.

Local Community focussed organisations
CAB Greenwich https://www.greenwichcab.org.uk/
Volunteer centre Greenwich https://vcgreenwich.org.uk/
Greenwich Housing Rights https://www.grhr.co.uk/
Metro GAVS

https://www.greenwich-cvs.org.uk/

These will be organisations some volunteers have links with already, and there will be
others too. It may be worth exploring how you can develop partnership work in the
community: sharing possible resources such as training, volunteers, or even venues or
buildings.
It was the Volunteer Centre Greenwich (VCG) and METRO GAVS who surveyed the
voluntary, community and faith sector in Greenwich to capture a snapshot of how the
38

As well as previously providing the initial start-up support and Quality Mark accreditation.
There are many more Churches in Greenwich, these are a few websites that bring collections of churches
together in different ways, which is why they are referenced here.
39
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sector was responding to the COVID-19 outbreak in April 2020 and the necessary social
distancing and shielding within the communities they serve. With associate membership of
Metro GAVs you can get professional HR support, access to and reduced fees on training,
access to a resource library as well as other support.
National
St Martin’s Frontline Network- http://frontlinenetwork.org.uk/ provide support for
frontline workers, and have recently set up a frontline network covid-19 support forum
http://frontlinenetwork.org.uk/community/c-19-frontline-worker-support-forum/
Homeless Link offer a range of resources re covid -19, wider resources and they run Inform
a popular client relationship and service management system for housing and homeless
organisations https://www.homeless.org.uk/
The Mayday Trust offer person led, transitional and strength-based approach training for
organisations seeking to work in these ways. https://maydaytrust.org.uk/

Potential funders
London Community Response -As a response to this crisis London’s funders have been
working together to provide a coordinated funding to support groups responding to the
needs of the capital's communities. The single application point for charities and community
groups enables organisations to access funding from multiple funders efficiently.
https://londoncommunityresponsefund.org.uk/
London Catalyst is an independent grant-making trust providing funding for charities and
not-for-profit organisations to deliver projects and improve services. Their aims are
twofold: to alleviate the effects of poverty, and to improve the health and well-being of
Londoners, in particular people with mental and physical illness, long term health conditions
and/or disabilities https://www.londoncatalyst.org.uk 40
St Martin’s Frontline Network- http://frontlinenetwork.org.uk/
including an online grants search.

Have access to resources

Housing Justice offer Micro grants for guests and various funding opportunities for Night
Shelter projects during the year. Opportunities should be explored as to any further funding
that may be available in the coming shelter season.

How do we develop to better meet the needs of people experiencing homelessness in
Greenwich?

40

This information was provided by a volunteer who is a trustee.
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B) Providing evidence and recommendations of next stages of future
development
Section four of this report focussed on key questions and recommendations for internal
development. This section has a focus on further project development involving changing
the size or scope of the project. These are suggestions of possible development options,
although they do take into consideration guest, volunteer, and other stakeholder feedback.
Examples are given where relevant of other church and community night shelter projects
that have developed in such ways.
Extending the Daycentre
The Daycentre pilot ran this last year has been a resounding success. Guests, volunteers,
and Partner Agencies such as RBG and Bench were resoundingly positive about it. Guests
had somewhere to go that was warm and dry during the day for one day a week. Access for
hot drinks, showers, washing machines and most importantly support. Support from the
GWNS case Manager, from RBG Navigators, from Bench and from two volunteers who
staffed the day centre between three shifts.
The little amount of daycentre provision was an area highlighted as a local need by RBG, as
well as an acknowledgement of careful attention needed in this development as sometimes
daycentres can be seen to attract people into an area. Some night shelter projects work
with existing day centres, for example the Together in Barnet Shelter works very closely
taking referrals from Homeless Action in Barnet41 It may be worth considering meeting
with WSUP to have a conversation around potential partnership work if that hasn’t been
done already.
New venue for GWNS office and Daycentre
Feedback from staff and guests was not all positive about the current building the GWNS
office and Daycentre was set in this last season. Sometimes guests, when waiting
downstairs in the public entrance areas, were asked to move on. A flexible, welcoming, and
central space would be good. Could there be a possibility of space at another local church
that could partner with you or local voluntary organisation?
Also, rather than calling it “The Daycentre” giving it a name would make it seem somehow
more accessible – daycentres are generally for people with one need or another.

41

https://www.togetherinbarnet.org/
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More Churches involved
More venues running for shorted periods
Most church and community night shelters operating on a rolling shelter model as GWNS
does over a period of six months, have more than seven venues. For example, Ealing have
three circuits of seven churches, 21 in total. Each grouping of seven churches run for eight
weeks.42 Croydon Churches Floating Night Shelter has the same. When the Birmingham
Churches Night Shelter last ran, there were 17 churches involved. Six months is a long time,
more venues would bring more volunteers, energy and ultimately capacity.
Link or buddy churches
This is already happening with one of the GWNS venues and working well. A church in
Eltham has linked up with St Thomas’s to provide extra support, volunteers, and other
resources. If possible, it would be good if all seven churches could have other link churches,
this would support and strengthen existing venues.
Concurrent circuits
You could set up two concurrent circuits of churches, one in Kidbrooke and one in
Greenwich, this would reduce travel for guests. Guests spoke about venues being hard
to find, and the travel arduous and expensive. 30 out of the 117 referrals made did not
attend, these may have been factors. Robes Shelter covers Southwark and Lambeth running
concurrent shelters with 30 venues across the two circuits. 43 This would be possible in
Greenwich and Kidbrooke if covering a larger area is a priority.
Health care
Healthcare is fundamental to people’s wellbeing. Your existing health care support in GWNS
is good with a volunteer G.P and Groundswell support worker offering advice one evening a
week. The GP has been able to listen to chests, look in ears, check things like athletes’ foot
and has provided support when there were tensions between guests. She worked with a
young man who had an alcohol issue which was confidential, and he was anxious.
Health for people experiencing homelessness is and should be a priority. It would be useful
for everyone to have a comprehensive health assessment while at GWNS, so that when they
do register with a G.P even temporarily, health issues can be prioritised.
The volunteer GP has indemnified professional capacity but cannot prescribe at GWNS, so
there is some need to look at how a model could work developing this service.
Here are some different examples of how this work could be developed
42

https://www.ecwns.org.uk/venues/

43

https://robes.org.uk/wintershelter
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•
•

•
•

A trainee GP with a focus on homelessness and deprivation could have a placement
at the project.
Issues around Health and Homelessness are in the NHS top ten priorities, a service
could be commissioned 44 working with a practice who could take GWNS guests as
“temporary residents” to make sure they have health care.
We look for any other GPs who would give their time voluntarily in this way.
We look for and arrange other opportunities for one off health projects, such as
arranging the TB Find and Treat service to visit? 45

Additional offers for guests
Mentoring /befriending
Volunteers who were trained mentors or befrienders could support guests when they move
out of GWNS. A few previously housed guests have returned for dinners at venues, this
support could be something for people who are housed but lonely, supporting them
towards reintegration into the community. 46 This is something that was suggested as a
potential development option by a few volunteers as well as a venue coordinator, you
already have volunteers who would consider offering their time in this way.
Strength based training and/or coaching model
Alternatively, some volunteers could have further training in either strength-based practice
or a coaching model. An example of this is The Mayday Trust working with IShelter in
Birmingham to deliver regular strengths-based, person led training. 47 This has equipped
volunteers to work effectively with people in their projects to help them achieve their goals
and fulfil their potential.

Start-up packs
Volunteers in GWNS venues already provide clothes, socks and items needed by guests.
Additional support could be offered when guests move into their own accommodation in
the form of a start-up pack. Emmaus Greenwich provided the furniture for the Daycentre,
there could be potential for some development of joint working here.
44

By the local Clinical Commissioning group http://www.selondonccg.nhs.uk/

45

https://www.uclh.nhs.uk/OurServices/ServiceA-Z/HTD/Pages/MXU.aspx

46

Housing Justice provide training and support for shelter mentoring programmes.
https://housingjustice.org.uk/what-we-do/mentoring-befriending
47

http://www.ishelter.org.uk/
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Volunteering opportunities
A more formalised approach to offering an opportunity to former guests to volunteer could
encourage those that have moved on to continue to be part of the GWNS community. Two
volunteers that were former guests gave feedback of benefiting from volunteering, as well
as being a better volunteer from experiencing the project from a guest’s perspective.
One Venue
Most church and community night shelter projects are rolling night shelters rather than
being situated in one venue. Often the move to one venue significantly changes the nature
of the project, there are exceptions to the case though:
•

One Roof Shelter is working well in Leicester where they have a multifaith rolling
winter shelter for three months in the winter and one permanent church venue
during the other parts of the year. 48

•

IShelter was set up in Birmingham in 2017 in a repurposed office building. Offering
15 beds, it is the only permanent night shelter in Birmingham running all year round.
Volunteers from churches and community groups support the project by cooking and
providing mentoring and befriending support.49

•

The Joel Community provide 14 beds in a shared dorm shelter as well as move on
accommodation and support and guidance.50

Some GWNS volunteers spoke of how good it would be to have one building fit for purpose,
with teams of volunteers from churches to provide meals. Many shared a fear of the project
losing its distinctiveness when not being hosted by churches. A few guests said they were in
favour of moving to one venue. “If it’s possible I would like to suggest about the shelter… it
was in seven different places and it makes me uncomfortable so if it’s possible to keep in one
place it would make your service better”. Guest
Another possibility for development would be to move away from the church and
community night shelter model or set something else up in addition to that, to support
people who would struggle to live with others due to complex or high needs. Questions
have been raised previously about possibilities of buildings for such a project by RBG. This
may require some move away from a complete church and community offer to include staff
provision rather than volunteer but could be a consideration as an additional project.

48
49

50

https://www.oneroof.org.uk/our-work/orl/night-shelter
http://www.ishelter.org.uk/
https://www.joelcommunity.org/about
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7) REMAINING ROOTED
“We must review values and create a mission statement before we focus on any
development. We need to ask questions such as “What are we here for and who are we here
to serve?” Trustee

The main theme of GWNS website strapline is that of being a practical community response,
as it states “We are the Greenwich Winter Night shelter… A practical response to
homelessness in Greenwich “. The board has adopted the Faithworks Charter51 for Christian
agencies committed to excellence in community work and service provision in the UK. The
charter speaks the language of being committed to aspire to certain standards of working:
being an inclusive service, valuing individuals as well as developing a professional approach
to management. It clearly states boundaries around the communication of faith and is
strength based in its approach, encouraging the equipping of others to reach their potential
as well as a culture of admitting mistakes are made and learning from them. It is a good
example of how values of inclusivity, equality and professionalism can shape practices.
However, once a project is up and running, if practices are existing, it is harder to go back
and impose a framework of values on those, unless there is an intentional focus in training,
coaching and communication at the least.
It is right to revisit this area of mission, values, and vision as they are key in building a
foundation for development and growth. Acknowledging this, trustees included this in the
proposal for this review. One of its main aims was listed as “to ensure that GWNS remains
true to its core values”, part of this work was to look for evidence of those. Asking these
questions can help do this: What is important to us? What are our practices that inform our
core values?

What is important to us?
Volunteers at GWNS are people of all faiths and none, the majority share the same main
motivation to offer help to others who are experiencing homelessness. In the volunteer
survey when asked what sentence best describes their motivation for involvement, 77% of
respondents said it was an opportunity to help others, 25% said it was an opportunity to
express and reflect their faith. 33% said it was an opportunity to learn from others and be
part of something bigger, 10% said to make friends and be part of a community, 10% were
other. 52

51

https://gwns.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/The-Faithworks-Charter.pdf

52

The survey was deliberately set up to ascertain an individual’s primary motivation, as most volunteers would
have a few motivators. See Appendix 1 for full results including “other “ listed.
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Some volunteers spoke of the importance of churches hosting the project, showing a good
local, practical example of Christian love and care. The value in churches in the community,
working with the community, for the community. Someone talked of this being an
opportunity for churches to say they are relevant; others spoke the language of walking the
walk instead of talking the talk. Hospitality and love were key words spoken of by staff,
trustees, and many volunteers during interviews.
“This is who we are in a non-confrontational way… health and wellbeing and experiencing
some of Gods welcome…” Volunteer.
There was also positive feedback from volunteers involved in the project who are not part
of church/ venue congregations. “Organisationally, Christianity in action has been shown;
people’s faith informing action. On the other hand, large numbers of volunteers who are not
involved in organised churches understand and are a part of it” Volunteer.
“I’m not a Christian myself… but can see that this project builds community and teaches
people how to be one” said one volunteer. Many volunteers talked of the personal benefits
to them of being part of a shelter that provides food and shelter for people in need, but also
opportunities to connect with a community of people. Guests spoke of being made to feel
better, being given hope through people’s kindness, that so much of everything was good,
one said “I appreciate the way you treat us and all your effort…” Guest.
Everyone is sought to be welcome in the project which has, at its heart, guests, community,
and churches. The word cloud on the front page of the report and below is made from
words from answers to question three in the volunteer survey, “Please share an example of
something in GWNS that you think should be celebrated...”.
What is clear from this, is that much of what is highlighted to be good about the project are
not necessarily the practical aspects of what is achieved, but the way it is. It is GWNS’s
values and culture that is celebrated by volunteers: caring, warm, great, amazing,
welcoming, atmosphere, great, friendship. These are strengths, as what is being provided is
a humanising experience for people who are often treated with disrespect and disregarded
due to their homelessness.
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What are our practices that inform our core values?
One way to reflect on values is by focussing on our core actions or practices. Our core
actions and priorities in the way we work should express our values. The actions that bring
to life people’s values will also be what they will struggle to change. It will be helpful
understand this connection within teams and any common understanding of “the way we
work” or project culture. 53
In question two of the volunteer survey the question was asked; what do you think we do
well? From these answers around practice the following are important to volunteers:
•
•
53

Showing hospitality and care
Maintaining a safe space

See recommendations around reflective practice and communication in section 4 of this report pg. 15
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communicating well
Being relevant and meeting real need
Teamwork and being a good partner
Working in personalised, strength based holistic ways
Showing respect and dignity- putting guests first
Being well organised
Providing friendship
Good teamwork
Good food/nutrition

This is something that needs to be explored in more depth with venue coordinators as well
as the trustees. Once the whole team has discussed, reflected, and agreed on core values,
then the process of discussing rules is much simpler. Project rules are also there to support
and express our values rather than to be “strict”. This agreement and awareness of
common values influencing and informing procedures should support consistent working
practices across the project. Thought also needs to be taken at how the mission statement
and core values is also communicated to guests and stakeholders.

Mission statement
Writing a mission statement requires an explanation of what your project does precisely. It
is helpful to ask questions such as those mentioned above and others.
What are we here for?
Who are we here to serve?
Why does it serve them?
How does it serve them?
Questions such as these will be reflected on and discussed by Trustees at their up and
coming strategy away day.
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8) CONCLUSION
This research having listened to guests, volunteers and other stakeholders has informed
further internal recommendations for change, as well as making suggestions for future
developments. There is much discernment to be sought, work to be done and capacity to
be built, along with immediate challenges of change due to the health crisis.
Nevertheless, the Greenwich Winter Night Shelter is a much-needed provision of care and
support to people experiencing homelessness. Churches and community sharing hospitality,
working together with strong partnerships, able trustees, and many committed and
experienced volunteers, it has grown and there is real momentum and potential for change.

“(volunteers)…they make you feel better, even though you have a million and one problems,
you can forget them for a little while… people listen… this project has given me hope.” Guest
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9) APPENDICES
Appendix 1 -Volunteer survey results
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Q2 What do you think we do well at GWNS?

Q2 Continued
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Q3 Please share an example of something in GWNS that you think should be celebrated...
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Question 3 (cont)
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Question 3 ( cont.)

64

Peaceful atmosphere in church building
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Q4 Which sentence best describes your motivation for involvement in this project?
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Question 4 (cont)

Q6 How would you like to see GWNS growing and developing?
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Question 6(cont)
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Appendix 2 - Safeguarding policy recommendations
The Ann Croft Trust has clear tips for writing and implementing a safeguarding adult’s policy
and procedure document. Here
https://www.anncrafttrust.org/resources/tips-safeguarding-adults-policy-procedure/
They offer the following simple advice and have links to up to date legislation as well as
training resources.

•

Your Safeguarding Adults at Risk Policy and Procedure document should be separate
from your Safeguarding Children Policy and Procedure document. You must ensure
that all the definitions and legislation you reference are up to date and relevant.
Ensure that the board of your organisation is signed up to the policy and procedures.

•

Include some case studies that are relevant to your organisation. You can either
adapt the examples in the template or use concerns that you have encountered in
your organisation.

•

Reference your organisation’s policies and procedures that link to the document. For
local policies and procedures, include the details of local authority safeguarding
adult teams and support organisations.

•

Define the roles, responsibilities, and accountability of staff and volunteers. You
should have a clear job description for the lead officer for adult safeguarding.

•

Consider how you will ensure that the policy and procedures will become working
documents that everyone in your organisation is able to refer to and follow. You
should also think about any training needs that may arise from introducing and
implementing the document.

•

Include discussions about safeguarding in your team meetings and supervision
sessions.

•

Consider including a complaints procedure, or a right to appeal. An individual should
have the right to complain if their concern is not followed up, or if it is ignored by the
organisation. This right should apply whether the concern is regarding themselves or
another person.

The following additional recommendations should also be considered
•

Including how and by whom investigations will be held (If Venue Coordinators as per
policy, they need training).

•

More detailed procedures for reporting suspicions and incidents including how
people are expected to interact.

•

Details of support included that will be made available for all parties involved.
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•

You need to include your procedures or processes for how you communicate your
safeguarding message- every volunteer at the new volunteer training was given a
safeguarding policy, what about those who did not attend the training?

•

Timelines need to be included for recurrent reviews of policy

•

Inclusion of the recruitment of staff as well as volunteers and trustees. ( see for
guidance on safe recruitment https://www.anncrafttrust.org/resources/saferecruitment-process/)

•

You need to update terminology as well as definitions of abuse (in accordance with
most recent legislation, for example the term vulnerable adult is no longer used).

The Ann Croft trust also has a guide to safeguarding your wellbeing during the coronavirus
crisis which is interesting. https://www.anncrafttrust.org/resources/safeguarding-yourwellbeing-during-the-coronavirus-crisis/

Appendix 3- Website feedback
https://gwns.org.uk/
It is an attractive website for people wanting to know more about the project or support
your work financially. Positive feedback was collected around the updated websites
functionality – the ability to register the daily log and for volunteers to make expenses
claims. There are also links to your privacy policy and safeguarding policy.
Here are a few recommendations around improvement.
•

There could be a section for people experiencing homelessness themselves by adding
a tab/dropdown for “If you need help” – you could include RBG emergency number,
street link emergency information and how to access the project. See here for an
example https://robes.org.uk/get-help-now

•

There could be a page for other agencies with referral information, including how to
refer to the project and clear eligibility criteria. See here for an
examplehttps://sfts.org.uk/referrals/

•

There could be information clearly explaining volunteering roles available. There
could be a whole page for volunteers, with a link to any social media pages you have.
See here for an example of a volunteer page which is simply laid out with details of
what the volunteering involves- your page has more of a focus on the application
process. http://thisisgrowth.org/volunteer/ This one too lays out different
volunteers roles needed and also has a social media/ twitter feed embedded
https://sfts.org.uk/volunteer/

•

It is always good to have a links to other partners- Housing Justice, Bench, 999 Club,
Manna etc. I would not have a list on your Home page as you do now, but a separate
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page near the back end of the website. See here for an example
https://999club.org/about-us/our-partners/
•

There are links to your full privacy policy and safeguarding policies on your website,
but then have a Safeguarding statement on your Home page and policy again on
your About Us page. In total, in three places. You only need to have it in one.

•

Our team, News and Events needs to be updated.

•

There is a link to the Faithworks charter, you could replace that with a “Our Mission
and Values/ Aims” section nearer the front of the website either on your Home or
About us pages once you have agreed that.

Appendix 4- Notes on the reviewer
With over nineteen years of experience working to support people experiencing
homelessness, Emma worked for Housing Justice for seven years, supporting the start-up of
Winter Night Shelter projects and managing their accreditation project which was reviewing
and supporting projects to make changes and improve their practice. Previously to that she
helped develop and coordinate the Birmingham Winter Night Shelter, worked for a large
regional youth homelessness charity managing their business development for three years,
was a manager of a rent deposit scheme project for young people and worked as a support
worker in a mother and baby unit and a bail hostel.
She is currently coordinating the East Surrey Poverty Truth Commission, lives in South
Croydon with her husband and two adult children. She is a volunteer at her own church
venue which is part of the Croydon Floating Churches Night shelter.
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